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aI. SUMMARY OF INVESTIGATXON
This proposal outlines a scientific investigatio:i that addresses several
fundamental problems of solar physics:
o The energy and mass balances in closed magnetic field regions in
the corona and the processes by which these regions are heated.
o Mass and energy transport into the solar wand.
x	 o The characteristics of the emergence and evolution of coronal active
regions and their relation to flare activity and coronal holes.
"'	
An investigation of these problems requires observations with high spectra
 resolution simultaneously over the range of solar temperatures from l x 10
to 2 x 10 7K, and over an extended field of view. The required observations
are most effectively obtained in the extreme ultraviolet but no adequate data
have been obtained to date. No instrument available on the Solar Maximum
Mission or currently being developed for Spacel,ab 1 or 2 can make such mea-
surements. Thus, we propose to construct and use a solar extreme ultraviolet
telescope and spectrograph (SEUTS) for the Spacelab program.
The instrument proposed is a novel combination of existing technologies that
most effectively provides the needed EUV data. A grazing incidence telescope
with high EUV reflectivity feeds a diffraction grating at near normal incidence.
The gratinq, ruled on a toroidal surface, not only spectrally disperses the
radiation but also images each point of the spectrometer's entrance aperture
onto a small spot in the focal ,plane so that spatial information is preserved.
Adequately stigmatic images are produced ova r an 8 arcmin long slit and over
a spectral range of 22.5 to 37.Onm. This is the most effective, narrow range
of wavelengths containing emission lines sensitive to the temperature range
that must be observed. Schumann-type photographic film is used to gain the
full performance of the optical system. Spatial resolution of at least
2 aresec and spectral resolution of 0.005nm is achievable throughout the
central 4 arcmin field of view at all wavelengths with even better performance
in the Rowland plane.
Recognizing that rapid solar phenomena cannot be fully investigated with a
footage-,Limited film system, we also propose to carry and operate an open
mesh photocathode intensified CCD detector for engineering evaluation on the
first flight. This offers an opportunity to evaluate such parameters as
operation (and possible degradation) in the orbiter environment, detector
stability during the extended integration period and sensitivity to the high
energy particle environment of the orbiter. Observations will be made over
a restricted wavelength range of 33.5 - 35.7nm and results will guide more
extended use of such detectors in the prime focal plane on future missions.
II. SCIENTIFIC BASIS AND OBJECTIVES
A.	 Introduction
Observations of the past decade have fundamentally changed our understanding
of the physical processes in the solar corona. They have demonstrated the
profound role that magnetic fields play in defining coronal structures,
1
1t ,tint a+, l ito transport of m,at,s and energy in tho .gun'., atiao.-; jhero, and, ulti-
mately, determining the state of the interplanetary plasma within which the
earth moves. Wo are now also much more award of the dynamic nature of the
corona, as illustrated by coronal transients, rapid loop brightenings and
fadipgv, , and the coronal com ponents of solar flares.
In the past ten years we have moved from spare observations that gave only
the barest information on the spatial distribution of radiation to observations
on the level of 1 aresec in ultraviolet wavelengths (> 120 nm) and N 5 aresec
at extreme ultraviolet wavelengths. Instruments now planned for Spacelab 2
will extend ultraviolet observations in resolution and show us the time de-
volopment of magnetically controlled structures in th chromosphere and lower
transition zonr_ (T < 200,00OK), Nonetheless, the OSO and ATM workshops of
the past several years have shown that onr knowledge of tlae corona's physical
properties and our data base are too inadequate to discriminate among various
theories for the heating of active regions, the triggering and energy conver-
sion and dissipation in flares, and the sources of energy to drive the solar
wind.
With the instruments now being built we will obtain only glimpses, using one
or two weak forbidden lines, of the coronal counterparts of low temperature
phenomena. What is now vitally needed is corresponding instrumentation that
will perform the same detailed studies of the corona as are now planned for
the chromosphere and transition zone. such comprehensive work can best be
carried out at extreme ultraviolet (EU'V) wavelengths where the strongest
emission lines of highly stripped ions are located.
We now have diagnostic techniques for inferring coronal electron densities
which, together with observed emission measures, allow us to estimate sizes
of features that may lie below the limit of reso3.1.iti:on of our instrumentat.on.
such information, coupled with data on turbulent and directed plasma motions
derived from line profiles, can provide critical tests of theories of active
region heating, modc?,s of solar wind acceleration, and concepts of flare
energy release mechanisms. No instrument is available on SMM or is currently
being developed for Spacelab 1 or 2 to make such measurements in the solar
corona.
Our prime scientific objectives require EUV observations with high spectral
(AX ;^-; 0.005nm) and spatial (As s;2 areseg) resolution simultaneously over a
wide range of solar temperatures (l x 10 - 2 x 10 K) and over
 
an extended
field of view. We intend to:
1) Observe emission line profiles and intensities over a wide range
of transition zone and coronal temperatures for many types of features (active
regions, quiet sun, coronal holes, etc.) in order to correlate turbulent and
directed mass flows with the coronal conditions of electron temperature and
density in which they are found.
2) search for periodic and aperiodic (possibly impulsive) intensity
variations of spectral lines as a function of temperature 'that may be indi-
cative of rave processes or other forms of energy injection into the corona.
33) Observe coronal and ti ,ansition zone loop configurations and their
changes prior to and following flares to assess the role that coronal magnetic
fields and their possible instabilities play in the flare phenomenon.
4) Observe the EUV line emission of flares as a means of identifying
the locations of impulsive components, sources of mass for the ;sigh temperature
plasma and processes by which energy is converted and dissipated during the
flare event.
In the following pages we discuss the need for coronal observations and then
present the instrupxent that we propose to build and operate on the Shuttle/
Spacelab.
B.	 Active Regions
Spatially , resolved observations in both X-rays and EUV from rockets, the Sky-
lab, and the OSO satellites have demonstrated that the active region corona
consists principally of magnetically confined plasmas whose enchanted emission
reflects enhanced energy dissipation within the enclosed structures. 1-5 To
understand the physical processes governing these loops, we must answer
certain key questions:
1) What is the energy source that sustains them against radiation and
conduction losses?
2) How is energy extracted from this source and subsequently converted
into kinetic energy (i.e., heat)?
3) What mechanisms govern the transport of "heat" within and between
loops?
The two most likely candidates for transporting energy into a loop are
a) electric currents, both D.C. 6 and A.C. ? ► S (i.e., hydromagnetic body waves)
and b) surface waves. 9
 In both cases energy is stored in the .form of non-
potential magnetic fields and irreversibly converted into "heat" by some
combination of classical ly or anomalous 6 Joule dissipation, wave-wave inter-
actions, 7 # 8 resonant absorption, 9
 and magnetohy4rodynamic tearing instabi-
lities.11,12
In light of the extremely efficient thermal conduction along magnetic field
lines (which presumably define the loops), heating distributions as disparate
as uniform input along the loop and a delta function input at the top probably
have indistinguishable steady-state radiation signatures. We must, therefore,
look to the radial, temporal, and spectral manifestations of loops' spatial
inhomogeneities to evaluate the various loop models. For instance, D. C.
Joule heating may occur as localized heating pulses where magnetic field
instabilitW appear, producing short-lived (a few seconds) hot spots in a
loop. Alfvenic surface waves, on the other hand, would lead to a relatively
constant, hot sheath surrounding cooler material.
Data with 2 aresec resolution from the SEUTS would be a significant improve-
ment over the 5 aresec EUV data currently available to test and develop
theories. The 2 aresec resolution may be sufficient to define the spatial
and temporal behavior of a loop's footpoints precisely enough to determine
x
the dominant heating mechanism. D.G. Joule heating is characterized by dif-
ferential, twisting of the footpoints while hydromagnetic wave heating requires
a relatively more coherent shaking of them.
Even 2 aresec resolution, however, will be inadequate to resolve the radial
structures called for by current theories9 , 13 in which thermodynamic variation
occurs over tens or hundreds of kilometers. To search for spatial inhomo-
geneities and kinematic variations in loops that could be used to test these
theories, we will turn to spectral diagnostic techniques. Electron density
sensitive line ratios would reveal the former, while observation of emission
line broadening and Doppler shifts would give evidence of turbulence and mass
flows, delineating *^e latter.
For example, Ionson's loop model , 
c
based on excitation of Alfvetn1 .c surface 
waves ( 300 second period, 8 km/s v . 1ocity amplitude), predicts hot (2.9x10 K),
East upflows (10-100 km/s) within a boundary layer (< 100 km thick) between
a thin (< 1 km), irreversibly heated sheath and cool-'(> 104 K) downflowing
(G 100 km/s) plasma in the loops's core. Such flows would be easily detected
as line shifts in an axial loop observation made with oiir instrument, even
though the radial variations could not be spatially resolved.
So far we have discussed Onl y the physics of individual loops. To fully
understand active regions we must also study the coupling between individual
loops and the properties of the coronal plasma as it may exist outside the
prominent loop structures. For all these studies, as for coronal bright
points, the SEUTS, covering a wide range of coronal and transition zone tem-
peratures and working with other instruments probing the photosphere and
chromosphere on the same space mission, would be a very powerful tool.
C.	 Coronal Holes
A major result of the solar space program has been the discovery and investi-
gation of coronal holes--regions of diminished density and temperature in the
corona that are the sources of recurrent high-speed wind streams 4 and are
strongly correlated with geomagnetic phenomena15 . Initial models em}Ihasized
the lowered temperature and density in coronal holes as compared to surrounding
areas of the quiet sun and the fact that coronal holes had an open magnetic
topology characterized by a supra-radial expansion of the field into inter-
planetary spacel6-18.
Recently, a number of hydromagnetic coronal hole models have emerged 19-22 that
begin to address their plasma dynamics as weal as their temperature-density
structure. However, the measurements of the upper transition zone/lower
corona (< 1.1 RE) ), on which the models are based in part, need refining and
verification. For, example, the electron densities used are based either on
extrapolation of coronagraph observations made at large radial heights above
the solar limb or on models constructed from EUV line intens', .ties and assump18
Lions such as hydrostatic equilibrium. Furthermore, although recent results
suggest that the magnetic topology has important implications for the wind
stream dynamics, none of the models can explain the extremely high velocity
wind streams.
Thus, a major unsolved problem in modeling coronal holes is the connection
between energy deposition and acceleration of high-speed streams. Two likely
5energy deposition mechanisms are in situ heating of plasma via current dissi-
pation (e.g., magnetic field annihilation) and hydromagnetic wave dissipation.
The latter is particularly attractive because, in addition to a heat-yAnerated
gas pressure gradient, there exists a gradient in the wave momentum flux
further accelerating the coronal hole plasma.
Most proposed heating and acceleration mechanisms are inherently nonuniform.
It is essential, therefore, to make two-dimensional (i.e., "above" and "along"
the solar disk) observations of the coronal hole parameters. One such Para-
;	 meter, sensitive to energy deposition, is the nonthermal broadening of spectral
lines. In the transition zone it increases with increasing temperature of
line formation. However, very little is known about its behavior in the
upper transition zone/lower corona. The few observations made suggeat that
random mass motions are somewhat smaller in the corona than in the transition
zone. Data from SHUTS will allow a detailed examination of nonthermal mass
motions up into the corona, providing powerful constraints on theories treating
the heating of these layers in coronal holes.
Current theories and emp irical models of the important inner corona, and one
suggestive observation, 3#24 indicate the presence of mass flows of from 10
to 20 km/s in coronal holes at heights where the temperature reaches about
106K. Confirmation of Doppler shifts in lines formed in this temperature regime
would be direct evidence of such flows and provide an observational determin-
ation of where and at what level in the coronal hole the solar wind acceleration
takes place. This information, together with a more precise empirical tem-
perature-density model of the vital upper transition zone/Lower corona, would
be a stringent bound for any proposed acceler .: ►tion mechanism. The SEUTS can
provide both the line profile data and emission sine intensities that are
needed to develop more sophisticated models of coronal holes.
D.	 The Quiet Sun,
Before this decade it was reasonable to talk of a "quiet" solar atmosphere
composed of concentric, homogeneous layers differing i. ► temperature, density,
and thickness, embedded in which were, e.g., active regions and prominences.
However, investigations with instruments on Skylab, OSO's, and rockets have
shown that inhomogeneity is the rule, not the exception.
Away from active regions and outside coronal holes, the primary structural
elements of the corona appear to be loops, 25 , 26
 similar to those in active
regions but closed on a larger scale (.y 0.5 RU) and somewhat more ordered.
Whether these "quiet" coronal loops are structurally different from the
active region loops and whether they are powered and maintained by different
physical processes are unanswered questions. Thus far instruments have
lacked the spectral and spatial capabilities to determine the structural
and dynamical properties of individual loops. The NR.L TIRTS has come closest,
but can only provide glimpses of the corona in one or two weak forbidden
lines. 27 A major observational effort with an analogous instrument is re-
quired to get the EUV emission line characteristics of these hugh "quiet"
coronal structures.
No definitive evidence for ,periodic intensity fluctuations in the quiet corona
has ever been found. However, Skylab investigators have seen short-lived
6aperiodio pulses of ultraviolet emission 28 suggesting energy carried upward
in shockwavas. In addition, observations of transition zone lines with the
stigmatic HRTS 27 reveal jets of high density material surging upward in the
chrc •nospheric network and in active regions. it has been suggested that
these jets may be responsible for a momentum-driven solar wind where the
energy is injected at the solar surface. This hypothesis can be verified
with the SSUTS, which will be capable of tracing such jets from the lower
transition zone to higher, coronal levels. To correlate the SSUTS observations
with those in the strong C IV 155 nm line (in which the jets have been seen)
we propose coordinated observation with the Spacelab URTS.
In the case of the quiet sun transition zone, mean models were justified in
spite of obvious inhomogeneities (e.g , network and spicules) because physical
conditions appeared to be fairly constant from one region to another. However,
the balance between mechanical energy deposition in the lower corona and
radiative and conductive fluxes down through the transition zone is highly	 29,30
sensitive to the assumed distribution of material within a resolution element.
For example, the transition zone temperature gradient derived from > 5 aresec
observations isincompatible with the observed intensity of the He n and He II
resonance lines . 31 Calculations using that gradient show that absorption
of coronal, ionizing photons by He ti ions is very inefficient. 32 Yet pains-
taking measurement of NRL Skylab spectroheliograms suggest that He 11 25.6 nm
is formed primarily by photoionization-recombination. The picture is further
confused by the tremendous contrast across the solar surface displayed by the
optically thin He 11 164 nmmultiplet. 27 Stigmatic spectra taken with the
SSUTS; in coordination with NR_L Spacelab HRTS observations of the 164 nm
multiplet would be a tremendous aid in interpreting the He II quiet sun
spectrum.54-36
Exhaustive investigations with OSO-537 , 36 show that while there are no strong
periodicities on average in either the intensity or velocity field at the
level of the Si 1V and C XV lines, there is an indication of downward propa-
gating 300 s waves. Coupling this with the weak evidence of 300 s oscillations
in He 11 30.4 nm39 we propose to look again at that line with an instrument
providing better spectral and opatial resolution.
Since gas pressures within quiescent prominences are less than the arc%lent
coronal presnaxes, they would appear to get most of their support from mag-
netic fields. Measurements o, electron temperatures and densities using
intensity ratios of 'lines with temperatures of formation under 106K will
clarify the field strengths regaired. The pressure distribution within a
prominence is governed by its structure which probably consists of many
cylindrical threads of material. These threads may have internal, structure
like coronal loops, art' a full study of them will probably require sub-aresec
resolution. Nonetheless, it should be possible to determine whether high
temperature material sheaths each thread or only the prominence as a whole,
E.	 Flares and Associated Phenomena
Solar flares produce such a wealth and diversity of phenomena that their study
will undoubtedly prove fruitful for many years to come, even beyond the
7concerted effort being mounted by the Solar Maximum Mission. In fact, the
instrument proposed here will provide information unavailable from SMM which,
unfortunately, will not include an EUV spectroheliograph. As described earlier,
the SEUTS is A powerful probe of the corona, now thought to be the location
of most of the important physical proce:ssen prior to and after the initial
phases of a flare event, and likely the site of the flare initiation itself.
Virtually all recent analyses of the XUV emission associate' Ath solar flares 40-43
have shown that the plasma cannot be characterized by a single electron tem-
perature at any time in its evolution. A continuous range of temperatures,
from chromospheri.c to as high as 40 x 106X, must exist simultaneously within
the flaring volume. Thus, measurements need to be made over this entire ,range
with high "temperature resolution" in order to determine adequately the actual
temperature and density distributions of the XUV emitting material. At the
same time, very high spatial resolution is required since the scale of basic
flare structures appears to be small. Flare loops have characteristic dimen-
sions of only a few aresec, at least for the relatively minor events recorded
by Skylab.
Herein lies the basic strength of the measurement technique tie propose:.
simultaneous observations of flare emission with two-aresec resolution at
several selected wavelengths will allow us to precisely determine the tempera-
ture and density structure of the flare as a function of position. The wave-
length range from 22.5 to 37.0 nm not only contains Amply: coronal diagnostics,
but also many flare diagnostics.44-46
The types of measurements Just described can make significant contributions
to several fundamental areas of flare research such as:
Preflare configuration (Shear vs. height; twisted flux tubes)
Existence of flare trigger and/or precursors
Site of flare onset
Relative roles of radiative and conductive cooling
Location, and duration of energy input
Coronal counterpart to chromospheric (Ha, He I, and He II) flare kerx'als
Flare oscillations
Post-flare relaxation of coronal magnetic fields
Structure and energetics ;,f post-flare loops
Because the early Shuttle missions will be too short to ensure adequate cover-
age of flare events these studies will not be our highest priority. However,
the design of the SBUTS instrument and our mission plans will allow us to take
advantage of opportunities to observe flares and other transient events should
they occur.
111. INVESTIGATIVE APPROACH
A.	 Experiment Rationale
There are two main scientific reasons for selecting
and 37 J nm for high spatial and spectral resolutio
the presence of spectral lines spanning a very wide
from lower transition zone (e.g., He 11 30.4 nm)up
atures (e.g,, Fe XXIV 25.5 nm and Ni XXVI 23.4 nm);
the region between 22.5
7 observations: first,
range of temperatures,
to coronal flare temper
and second, the availability
aof many spectroscopic diagnostics that will allow daterminatiop of electron
density, differential emission measures, mass flown#
 and nonthermal random mass
motions ( " turbulences") of mai ►y solar features that extend into the corona.
M
Examples of the many different kinds of liner emittad between 22.5 and 37.0 nm
are given in Appendix Al. Lines o f He II, (; XVe X IV, O IV, aM 4 V are
emitted at lower transition
-zone temperature. The upper transition zone emits
lines of Mg VI--Mg VIII. The quiet corona can be studied in lines of Si IX--
3i XT, Fe IX--Pe XIV, and ,S X11. Active regions a.:* represented by lines of
S XITI, Fes XV, Fe XVt, and Ni XVIII. During solar flares, lines of Ca XVIII,
Fe XXT--Fe XXIV, and Ni XXVT appear strongly. Every region of the solar
atmospheres above 2 x 104K can be studied in the narrow 22.5 to 37 . 0 nm range,
thereby obtaining uniformly good optical performance over the entire wavelength
band, conserving preicious film, and providing the data for infl .ight calibration.
Nwmarous spectroscopic diagnos tics have been developed in repent years for	 1 - 3determining the electron density in different regions of the solar atmosphere.
To illustrates the intensity variations with density that may be observed, we
have prepared a synthetic spectrum Appendix AII) using the best known spectro -
scopic and atomic physics information. The intansitie 4
 of strong resonances
lines can be used to derives differential emission measures in the usual. way,
With the simultaneous high spatial and spectral resolution that the SEUTS will
deliver, the line ;profiles will give the mass flows sand random mass motions
of solar plasmas through Doppl-3r shifts and Doppler broadenings. The spatial
and spectral capabilities. s^z our instrument, Together =,;pith` the ability to
observe high temperature ;A nes (e.g.,, Ni XXVI 23.4 nm, Fe XXIV 25.5 nm,
and Fe XXIII 26.3 nm) will permit, us to define the temperature-den:,ity structure
of flare loops.
B.	 Selection of the Experimental Technique
In selecting the appropriate technique to achieve the stated scientific objectives
and take advantage of the diagnostic capabilities available at extreme ultra-
violet wavelengths, our criteria are:
1) Observe simultaneously the intensities and profiles of a number of
spectral lines representing emission from a wide range of temperatures.
2) observe simultaneously a number of adjacent spatial elements. Such
observations will allow us to explore the spatial coherence or propagation
of phenomena that may be found.
3) Use currently available techniques that can be readily adapted to
the interfaces and operational capability being provided.
Fully grazing incidence systems such as that flown by Goddard space Flight
Center on OSO-7 provide high efficiency and the capability of recording several
emission lines simultaneously. However, no grazing incidence grating design
can be made even approximately stigmatic over the required wavelengths so con-
dition (2) cannot be satisfied. While designs using fully normal incidence
optics can be made stigmatic4 + 5 , those with two or more reflections have such
low efficiency below 40 nm that the number of emission lines available for
diagnostic purposes is reduced to an unacceptably low figure:, Those using
only one near-normal incidence reflection 6 , 7 produce overlapping solar images
gin the many EUV lines whose emission is distributed over the solar disk, thin
reducing th3 recorded contrasts they also do not provide unambiguous line
profile infc-rmation.
Our solution to these difficulties is to combine a Wolter Type II grazing in-
cidence telescope having high UUV reflectivity with an aspheric near-normal
incidence° grating system which produces arprox mately stigmatic images of the
solar image at each wavelength. A alit placed at the focus of the telescope
simultaneously acts as the entrance aperture for the spectrograph and defines
the array of spatial elements that will be refocussed, at each wavelength, in
the final focal plane. This optical design also provides a flexible data for-
mat (via commandable selection of one of four entrance apertures) that can be
employed to optimize scientific observing programs. The present design
incorporates:
1) A line profile mode (p% w 0.004 - 0.005 nm) yielding stigmatic spectra
over a geometric field of view (FOV) of 0.5 arceec x 0 arcmin. In this made
the SEUTS will produce spectra from 22.5 to 37.0 nm with spectral and spatial
properties similar to the spectra produced by the IIRTS from 117 to 172 nm.
2) A "non-overlapping" spectroheli,ogram mode with a 0.3 x 8 arcmin FDV
for many strong lines. The alit width (0.3 arcmin) corresponds to about 11.1 nm.
Spectrally non--overlapping solar images can be built up simultaneously in many
strong lines by displacing the pointing direction 0.3 arcmin between observations.
3) A combination mode providing mode 2 spectroheli.ograms over most of
a 0.3 x 8 arcmin Fov but with mode 1 line profile observations in the central,.
(0.5 aresec wide by 0.8 arcmin long) portion of the field.
4) A wide field made (5 x S ;arcmin F'0V) for flare studies, with spatial
resolution in the direction of dispersion governed by the Doppler widths of
the spectral lanes. In this mode, the instrument is similar to the S082A
sli.tless spectrograph on Skylab.
	0.	 Instrument Description
	
1.	 Introduction
The SBUTS consists of one primary optical system for EUV wavelengths together
with an H-alpha slit-caw monitor and an EUV exposure meter that, respectively,
facilitate the selection of targets and the optimization of exposure times_.
The principal optical paths can be traced in Fi;lure 1. Incident radiation
is focussed by grazing incidence optics onto a focal plane where a solar image
is formed. A portion of the solar disc is selected, using an aperture in
this focal plane, and admitted to illuminate a toroidal grating. The grating
is designed not only to disperse this radiation but also to image each point
on the entrance aperture onto a point in the focal plane so that spatial in-
formation is preserved. A portion of the solar image not admitted to the
grating is reflected to an Ha video monitor to provide target selection and
context for comparison with ground-based data. The radiation refl.ec ed at
zero order from the grating is intercepted by an EUV-sensitive photoelectric
detector (identical to those used on OSO-3,5 and 7) whose output is read on
engineering data lines, thus permitting optimum selection of exposure times.
Photographic: film has been selected for prime scientific data because it can
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record the entire spectral range with the least compromise to the high spatial
and spectral resolution offered by the instrument. Recognizing that short-lived
but rarely occurring solar phenomena can best be studied with sensitive photo-
electric detectors not limited by film footage, we also will perform an engi-
neering evaluation of such a detector on the first flight. More detaile6
descriptions of the various subsystems are presented in the following sections
and a summary of performance characteristics is provided in Section III„E„
2. Extreme Ultraviolet Telescope
A Wolter Type 11 grazing-incidence telescope R with an effective focal length
of 4.24 m is used to provide an image of the sun in HUV and visible light to
the entrance slit of the spectrograph. Angles of incidence of 10 0-130 are
used to achieve high (60%) reflectivity at 22.5-37.0 nm. Two optical elements
--a paraboloidal primary followed by a hyperbol.oidal secondary ,produce a usable
POV of 8 aromin within which the theoretical resolution is < 1/4 aresec f)n a
curved focal plane„ (A flat spectrograph entrance aperture can be located to
achieve 2 aresec or better within a 4 arcmin field.) At F/22 0 the telescope
matches the high-resolution toroidal-grating design and has 47% of the total
aperture that an unobscured F/22 telescope would have.
A half-sized telescope has been designed, built, evaluated and space qualified.
All parts are made of zero-expansion Cervit and are bonded with a specially-
selected adhesive to avoid thermal distortions. The existing unit can resolve
slits separated by 3 aresec (center-to-center) distinctly at visible wavelength
and usably at 30.4 nm. It has been verified by ray-tracing that spatial resol-
ution of the twice larger unit would be improved by a factor of 2, i.e.
about 1.5 aresec, even if absolute linear surface deviations and linear mis-
alignments are no better than the current telescope. We are confident that
experience gained on the first unit and the use of more sophisticated polishing
techniques will provide a resolution of 1-1.5 aresec with the new telescope.
3. Fntranco Slit and Shutter
A commendable mechanism, based on the design used in the UV spectrometer and
polarimeter (UVSP) to be flown on the Solar Maximum Mission, will permit
selection of one of four entrance apertures (described in Section III.B.).
The UVSP unit has achieved uniformity of slit dimensions to within 1µm, 10%
of our narrowest aperture width. It positions each slit on the nominal optical
axis to ;within 8µm, which in our design corresponds to 0.4 aresec at the tele-
scope focal surface. An aluminum filter will be attached to each aperture
(except ' perhaps, the narrowest) to prevent radiation to the red of 70 nm from
entering the spectrograph, thus eliminating the major source of scattered
light. The optically polished front face of the aperture plate is tilted 7.5°
from the telescope's optical axis, presenting a solar image with the entrance
aperture superposed to the H-a slit jaw camera (see Section III.C.9.).
The entrance shutter will be a plate.mnunted on a stepping motor shaft. The
time increment from full closed to full open (and the reverse) will be < 20 msec,
much shorter than the shortest expected exposure time.
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4.	 Toroidal Grating
A grating ruled on a toroidal surface provides stiqr,%,atjc imaging at up to
two wavelengths and quasi-stigmatic il liaginq over an extended wavelength range
9if operated at near-normal incidence . This t lf ►o relatively poor XUV reflec-
tivity of the grating at normal incidence is more than compensated by the fact
that spatial information along tho spectrometer's entrance slit is preserved.
The nominal gratinq parameters for our proposed design represent 4 compromise
among numerous criteria, such an minimization of aberrations over the full
wavelength range, matching or spot sizes to detector resolution, maximization
of radiation density in the focal plane, and satisfying rather conservative
constraints imposed on the optical layout by structural considerations (rigure 2a).
The image detector will be placed at the concavely curved tangential focus of
the toroidal grating to obtain best sprol:ial resolution at all wavelengths.
B,xtonsive rry-traoinj calculations has « v --ified this design and established
its off-axis performance ns well as itx; _­onsitiviy y to misalignment and defocusing
effects. These calculations show that the proposed grating design can theo-
retically provide an on-axis image less than 5 pm in diameter at the stigmatic
wavelengths. Folding these results for the classically ruled grating with
nominal values for the other optical elements in the system (see Figure 2b and C)
indicates that the detected spatial and spectral resolutions will be no worse
than 2 arcsec and .0055 nm respectively, over a full 4-arcmin field of view
on the sun and over the entire wavelength range of 25.0 to 37.0 nm. Along the
Rowland plane, the spectral resolution will be .0044 nin at all wavelengths
and the spatial resolution will be 1.3 arosec 
at 
the stigmatic points. This
is sufficient for measurements of line profiles even under quiet sun conditions.
These values will be improved if detailed structural studies show that the
layout constraints mentioned above can be relaxed. They would also be some-
what improved if the toroidal grating were holographically ruled which permits
a greater degree of aborratioii correction than is possible with a classically
ruled grating.10
S.	 EM Roll-Film Camera
The optical system described presents a focal "plane" with , 700,000 spectral-I	 r
spatial resolution elements to be recorded simultaneously, pointing to film
for the prime data taking mode. Because of the small size of each element
('-, 20 Lm square) and the need for hic1h speed, Eastman Kodak 101-07 film will
be used. With a quantum efficiency of , 31%, it is the most sensitive photo-
graphic film for our wavelength region. flowevero this film does have oartain
handling difficulties1l ; for example, the surface is so susceptible, to abrasion
that each edge, is coated with a raised strip of polystyrene beads to prevent
adjacent convolutions of a roll from touching each other.
r-igure 2d includes a concept drawing of the roll-film cimera being developed
for SEUTS. The design has been kept simple to maximize mechanical reliability,
and camera materials and coatings selected to prevent fogging of the film by
contact with them or by spark discharges. 12 The design, based on space-
qualified motors and servos, has been extensively analyzed as discussed in
Appendix AIII. The film transport is servocontrolled to maintaiii a low, con-
stant film tension (, 0.5 lb.) regardless of the amount of film on each spool.
Power is appliod to the :film advance system on'+,y during filet; motion (,, 16 watts
for , 1 s) and to the film hold-down system (see Appendix) only when its state
is changed (12 watts for 1-Z 1 s).
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The modular camera body acts as a film vault, maintaining a benign environment
for the film beforer during, and after the mission. The unit can be accurately
and easily installed into the spectrograph during the last stages of Shuttle
integration. Its capacity (up to 600 ft. of film can be accommodated in the
present design) will permit almost 2300 exposures at the dispersion of
0.21 nm/mm. Estimating conservatively, 200 exposures will be used for spectral
diagnostics of various coronal features, 800 to record evolutionary aspects
of active regions,bright points and coronal holes, and 500 held in reserve
for flare studies on targets of opportunity.
6.	 Calibration, Annotation and Alignment
Data reduction of photographic spectra requires knowledge of three properties:
(a) Relative intensity as a function of film density (H&D curve) in the radia.,
tion of interest= (b) Relative efficiency of the entire system as a function
of wavelength; and (c) Absolute intensity calibration of at least one line.
The NRL Skylab experience shows that the H&D characteristic must-be obtained
from the flight films themsel-ies, 11 in the radiation of interest. Therefore,
we will construct H&D curves from quiet sun spectra taken with different ex-
posure times. Sets of spectral lines with well known theoretically calculated
intensity ratios will be used to establish (b). The efficiency curve can be
updated if it changes with time. From the NRL Skylab data reduction, we
believe that relative line intensities accurate to better than + 20% can be
obtained.13,14
The absolute intensity of at least one line in the exposed range must be known
to put the entire set of measurements on an absolute scale. At present, the
absolute intensities of several lines from 22.5 nm to 37.0 nm have been measured
at least once for the quiet sun. 15 We believe that such data will be suffi-
cient, but if we find that a better absolute scale is needed, we will make
use of the EUV calibration facility at the NBS synchrotron (SURF).
Recording the exact times'of start and finish of each exposure, slit configuration,
and pointing and roll information will be vital, especially when N 2000 exposures
are taken over the course of several days. Such information will be telemetered
to the ground via the instrument microprocesser in conjunction with the exposure
number which will be encoded on the film by means of a blue-green LED array
flasher.
In order to check that the EUV zero-order monitor (exposure meter) is operating
properly during the flight we will mount a very weak radioactive source,
possibly Fe 55, in front of the sensor and confirm that the observed source
count rate is nominally the same as it was during preflight calibration. The
source will produce a rate of 2-5 counts per second, which is 10 times the
MEM detector's background count rate.
Initial alignment of the-telescope-spectrograph system, as well as pre- and
post flight verification of that alignment, will be done in air at visible
(546.1 ran) wavelengths. A "focus grating" of 200 1/mm groove density ruled
on either side of the 3600 1/mm EUV rulings will be used for this work. Final
alignment and the instrumental profile will be measured both before and after
the flight using an XUV'narrow-line source such as a water-cooled sliding
spark with yttrium electrodes.16
15
7. Instrumental Sensitivity
Expected ;SEUTS exposure times in the photographic mode can be estimated directly
from the nominal properties of its optical systems and known solar radiances
in the emission lines of interest. Such radiance measurements were made by
OSO-7 but only over a 12 x 20 aresoc pixel size. Their use provides only
u2PO limits to exposure times for structures such as loops that are known to
be more compact than this in at least one dimension.
The expected photon density integrated over a spectral line, at the final film
plane, is given by
-1
R - AT - Upixel , R  - RG I Tfilter . Ai
where R is the solar radiance at X; A is the area of the telescope aperture;
Wpixel is the solid angle of the pixel (determined by actual slit width and
nominal slit length corresponding to a 2 aresec spatial resolution); RT is the
reflectance of the telescopes R a is the reflectance of the grating; T filter
is the transmission of the visi g'le light blocking filters and A, is tie area
illuminated on the film by one pixel. Two extreme solar features are considered,
one an active region reported to be "near flare brightness" in Ha, the other
a coronal hole (but not the deepest that could be found during the OSO-7 mission).
For each feature, two modes of operation are analyzed - a wide slit or spec-
troheliograph mode with the final pixel size determined primarily by telescope
resolution (2 aresec) and a narrow slit or line profile mode with the final
,pixel size in the direction of dispersi.o ►t determined by slit size and grating
aberrations. Table III-1 summarizes nominal SFUTS characteristics and
Table III-2 provides estimates of photon densities and exposure times.. A film
sensitivity of 2.0 x 10 8 ph cm-2 for a film density of 0.2 on Eastman Kodak 101
film has been used, based on interpolation of measurements at X < 4.4 nml7
and data at X > 73.5 nm. 18	 T
8. Amplifying Image Detector (AID)
Although film is unmatched in storage capability and resolution, it does have
severe limitations: Its sensitivity, although less than that of photoelectric
devices, necessitates very careful handling. Its dynamic range is small com-
pared to solar intensity variations, requiring multiple exposures which, to-
gether with film, transport time, limits temporal resolution. Its bulk, and
the difficulty of changing film magazines on orbit, restricts the strategy
of initiating a flare mode while observing a likely site before a flare begins.
We, therefore, include a photoelectric AID placed to observe wavelengths from
33.5 to 35.7 nm. This wavelength band, in the region of greatest instrumental
throughput, includes several density and temperature sensitive coronal and
flare lines. Among designs for the AID that we have evaluated, 20 our first
choice is a semitransparent electroformed mesh coated with a photoemissive
materia1 21 (e.g., Mg r2) used with a proximity-focused backside thinned CCD
array (Figure 2e.
Calculations (Appendix AIV) indicate that the device should detect single
photoelectrons if the CCD is cooled. The dynamic range per pixel Per exposure
will be 550-730, dictated by CCD well capacity and the accelerating voltage.
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At the expense of tomporal resolution, this can be extanded and weak line
statistics improved by co-adding frames during analysis. The center-to-center
spacing (231jm) of the CCD pixels will limit the spatial resolution to
m 20 1p/mm.
Because of the windowless construction of the AID, a highvacuum (better than
10-5 tore) must obtain throughout the spectrograph. High voltage will, t1l6ra-
fore, not be applied to the AID for the first few days of the missioil. A flat,
gold-coated mirror will be rotated into ,position at grazing incidence to direct
EUV radiation onto the AID (Figure 1). To avoid interference with photographic
observations, the AID will be deactivated whenever the film camera is open and,
indeed, may not be used until the last few days of the mission.
On the first flight we will use the AID to assess the problems of operating a
windowless detector in the Orbiter/Spacelab environment., assess whether its
predicted operating characteristics can be maintained over the long prelaunch
integration period and make an initial search for rapidly time-varying phenomena.
Depending on results obtained, one or more of these sensors may be located in
the principal focal plane on subsequent missions to pursue further studies of
rapidly time-varying phenomena.
9.	 Ha Slit-Jaw Monitor
The instrument incorporates a slit-jaw monitor that produces an image of the
EUV spectrograph-slit superimposed on an image of the solar chromos phere as
seen in Ha at 656.3 nm. This will provide a direct operational means of aiming
the SEUTS at solar features which have distinctive Ha signatures. We will also
use the monitor to calibrate the SEUTS pointing control, allowing us to target
other features by means of their absolute (or relative) coordinates. During
data analysis, the slit-jaw images will assure unambious registration of the
EUV data with observations, such as magnetograms, made from the ground or from
co-flying Spacelab instruments.
The polished faces of the entrance-slit assembly reflect into the Ha monitor
an 8 x 5 arcmin portion of the solar image produced by the telescope in which
the image of the slit itself appears darkened. The optics consist of a train
of three refocusing lenses, two solid Fabry-Perot etalons, a blocking filter,
and infra-red (heat) &bsorbing glass. The Fabry-Perot interference filters
are temnerature controlled to keep wavelength drifts below + .013 nm. Two
filters are used in tandem to suppress continuum transmission and thus increase
the contrast of the detected image. The pair of fused silica etalons transmit
r 20%; of the incident flux within a passband of .07 nm 1+WHM.
The Ha image is recorded by a CCD rfet:ector which provides a spatial resolution
of 3 to 4 aresec with good signal to noise in an integration time as short as
0.1 s. For adequate coverage of transient phenomena, the Ha image will be
read out every 10 s whenever EUV observations are being made. Much of the read-
out electronics will be common to the FUV AID readout (described in Section
III.C.8) for reduced cost (see Appendix AV.).
D.	 SEUTS System Design
1.	 Mechanical Design
To meet the .requirement of a rigid, stable optical bench we use an "egg-crate"
of aluminum-alloy face sheets that form a sandwich with a core of aluminum-alloy
l8
webbing (Figure 1) The assembly in joined by a hot, dip-brazing technique;
mounting pads and "heat-pipe" conduits running lengthwise are dexictned into
the plate bed  the brazing process. other methods (solid plate, ribbed, or
isogrid solid plate) could be usedt however, the "egg s-crate" design provides
dimensional stability, minimum weight, and is Less expensive to manufacture.
Such An "egg-crate"` design is being successfully employed on the Solar Maximum
Mission (SMM) program.
The designs for bath the instrument door and spectrograph entrance aperture meal-
anisms are based on designs used on the S.4M programs only minor modifications
rare required. The SFUTS can be mounted to the Instrument Pointing System (IPS)
or to an offset pointer (e.g. CAS) with a three point kinematic mount (Figure 1).
2•	 Thermal Design
The SEUTS will be aligned and operated at room temperature. Preliminary results
of a %;omplate thermal analysis of the proposed design indicate that it is
relatively insensitive to banding and aide-to-side distortions. however, since
its focue is sensitive to longitudinal displacements, the atructuze must be held
at 20 + 40C and hest pipes will be used to minimize temperature differentials
from :front to rear of the instrument (AT < 1 0C can be achieved by this means)
Passive thermal control. will be used wherever possible with heaters used as
necessary to maintain the mitti,mum operating temperature. Use of an external
thermal canister with variable heat pipes would be highly desirable to minimize
the possibility of film damage due to excessive heat upon Shuttle re-entry. It
would also minimize the thermal design +.-Oouired to counteract the adverse orbiter
enviro"Mint.
3.	 Instrument Control Philosophy
The sEUTS will be controlled by a instrument dedicated microprocessor for which
a preliminary design has been developed22 (see Appendix AVI.). Command sequences
needed to carry out observing programs will be stored in the microprocessor, with
each command tagged by a relative time, When a sequence is initiated, from the
POCC or ATD, the microprocessor will keep track of elapsed time and will execute
individual commands at the proper moment. The microprocessor cA ll be interruptible,
so that real time commands can be sent to the instrument or a flare mode initiated
by an on-board monitor. Stored timelines may be updated while the microprocessor
is exec-zing command sequences.
E.	 Instrument Performance Summary
The overall instrumenal performance is summarized below. Resolution values were
determined by ray-tracing calculations and include broadening due to telescope
imperfections, oft-axis defocusing, a 10µm entrance slit, grating aberrations,
grating surface errors, and tha film grain size. Wo Assume that the g%,sting
is mechanically ruled and the feeding telescope has 1 aresecond performance on
axis. "Best" values are at the stigmatic wavelengths and/or in the Rowland
planes "typical" values represent an average over the field of view and wave-
length range.
22.5	 37.0 nm
8 arcmin x 0.5 arosec in line profile mode
8 arcmin x 5 arcmin in wide .field mode
N 2000
1.3 aresec (best); 2.0 (typical)
.0044 nm (best); .0055 (typical)
3 s (best); 60 (typical)
140 cm2
Wavelength range:
Field of view:
Number of exposures:
Spatial resolution:
spectral resolution:
Temporal resolution:
Telescope Aperture;
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T".	 SRUTS Pointing Re uirema,itfs
An Analysis of stabilization requirements and other pointing operations for
SEUTS are contained in Apliandix VII,
G.	 Uncertainties and obstacles
Most of the uncertainties in this proposal concern the interfaces to Spacalab.
The final thermal design cannot be acoped until the Shuttle environment is known.
We have assumed that our internal thermal design will be used to minimize tem-
perature gradients but that a controlled shroud (as e.g. the OFT-4 thermal
canister) will be available to ,provide a benign external envirorment. A versatile
pointing interface, i. e,
 a system of co-alignment of instruments on XPS or an
independent pointer, is needed to optimize rcience. Several options are com-
patible wi a,h our instrument bmt no costs have been ; ,icluded. Refl,ight costs
are dependent on extent of changes of interfaces for which no guidelines have
been given. only a nominal reflight cost ran be provided.
El.	 Supporting Studies and Desired Concurrent, observations
We will encourage and maintain contact with efforts to develop coronal heating
theories, models of flare trigger mechanisms etc. in order to assure that our
instrument provide meaningful tests of these theories. however, no supporting
studies are specifically required under this proposal.
A correlation of intensity fluctuations in the SUV with spectral velocity data
in the visible region of the Anectrum from the Solar Optical Universalmt► 1 1?glnri..__ i ^_,
meter will enable one to estimate the spatial-phase relationship in height for
atmospheric oscillations. 1n so doing, estimates concerninU the penetration
and attenuation of vertically propagating oscillations could possibly discern
the levels at which mechanical energy is dissipated. This has important impli-
cations concerning the nature of temperature and ionization structure of the
transition zone and upper chromosphere, and the means by which the solar atmo-
sphere maintains thermal equilibrium.
Additionally, oscillations present in the periphery of sunspots #
 so-called
running penumbral waves as observed in H-alpha, could possibly be detected in
tie 11 30.4 nm. Detection of intensity fluctuations above sunspots with periods
comparable to that observed in H-alpha would suggest the dissipation of mechanical,
energy from Alfven or fast-mode coupled waves. Such observations would have
direct impact on models involving sunspot energy balance, and would suggest
that the continuum energy deficit associated w,j;^:h the presence of a spot is
balanced by magnetically coupled wave dissipation at SUV forming levels of the
solar atmosphere.
Recent rocket observations by the High Resolution Telescope and Spectrograph (HRTS)
reveal what seem to be minute high velocity jets of material in the solar tran-
sition zone which persist for at least several minutes. 22 Simultaneous measure-
ments by SSUTS and HRTS would test the suggestion that these jets represent a
major source of coronal heating by directly recording their, influence on the
overlying coronal layers and by determining whether or not they have any high-
temperature counterparts.
Co-flying instruments which are especially sensitive to the earliest phases of
solar flares, such as an X-ray telescope, could be used to provide a flare alarm
?0
signal to SEUTS that would initiate preloaded high-r&te observinq sequences,
as mentioned in Section III.D.3. The concurrent ,flare observations by those
other instruments would also Le of great value during data Analysis.
S.V.	 DATA REDUCTION AND ANALYSIS
A.	 Film Data Reduction
Upon retrieval, the film will be stored under controlled conditions, prior to
development it will be out into 30 ft. segments and then processed in accordance
with practices developed during the Skylab mission. The developed strips will
be divided into one or two game segments and mounted between high quality glass
platesi storage will be in a controlled onvironm^snt. Together with film cali-
bration and annotation, this will be the format in which the data are supplied
to the National Space Science Data Center under the schedulo specified.
Portions of selected frames--time sequences, etc--will be i-locted for digiti-
zation and quantitative analysis. A suitable microdensitomer is available from
the Landsat program although it must be supplemented by appropriate tapee drives.
Standard software already exists for an existing minicomputer to carry out
routine processing on the digitized images. Software that would need to be pro-
duced for SEUTS is that necessary to derive physical parameters of the omitting
plasma, such as line of sight emission measures, densities from line ratios, and
line widths (profiles) as a function of spatial location. In addition, absolute
wavelengths will be obtained for the purpose of line identification and Doppler
shift analysis. AI Grant comparator with computer compatible output is available
in the laboratory.
S.	 Photoelectric Data Reduction
Roth Hot and photoelectric (AID) data will be displayed on the GSE in nnalog form.
Further, it will be stored in digital form for subsequent analysis on the existing
minicomputer. Exce;t, possibly, for reformntti,ng on a main frame computer, all
additional processing will be identical to that required for the digitized film.
C.	 Data Analysis and Inter2retation
The modeling calculations needed to support interpretation of the SEUTS data
will be carried out at the computing center of the sciences Directorate at Goddard.
V.	 RESULTS TO BE OBTAINED
Line - of-sight emission line intensities over a wide range of transition region
and coronal temperatures for many types of features (active regions, quiet sun,
coronal holes, etc.) as a function of their spatial coordinates--Emission line
profiles and possible Doppler shifts of coronal plasmao, correlated with condi-
tions of electron temperature And density in which they are found--Intensity
variations of spc3ltral lines as a function of time, spatial coordinates and tem-
perature for evolving regions and transient phenomena--Inferred coronal and tran-
sition region magnetic field configurations, their correlation with density and
temperature as a function of height and changes with active region evolution and
flare activity--Spatial and temporal distribution of flare plasmas with densities
inferred from emission line ratios.
These observations will be used to evaluate and improve models of the solar
corona and the processes of energy and mass transport, magnetic field propagation
and particle acceleration that take place there.
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Al. Examples of Diagnostic Emission Lines (with 'Fractional Changes of
Intensity per Decade Change in Density) Available in the 22.5
- 37 nm
Spectral Band
log10 Ne
9.5 10.5 11..5 12. 5
He IT Te	 6 X 10 4 K
ls2 1So - 1s2p 1P1 303.78
1^ P11So _	 31 256.317
So 	4p	 P1 243.027
Limit: 227.84
C IV Te	 1 x 1	 K
2s 2S1/2	 2p 2P1/2 312.453
S1/2	 P3/2 312.422
N IV Te	 1.3 x 10 5 K
2s2 1So - 2s3p 1P1 247.205
0 IV Te	 1.4 x 10 5 K
2s 3 2p 2P 3/ 2 - 2s23s 2S1^2 279.933
2 P1/2	 2	 2-31/23d
279.631
2P1/2 -2 s
2D3^2 238.360
0 V Te	 2.2 x 10 5 K
2s2p 1P1 - 2.0s iSo 248.459
Mg VI Te	 5 x 10 5 K
2s2 2P3 2 P3^2 - 2s2p4 2S 1,2 314.658268.986
2.8
1.3
1.3 1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0D 3^2	 P1f2 1.1
Mg VII Te	 6.	 10 5 K
2s 2 2p2 3P1 - 2s2p3 3 P2 365.222 0.8 0.9 1.0 1.0
1 P	 1P1 363.770 0.9 0.9 1.0 1.0
1So	 1Pi 320.490
280.744
3.0 1.4
1.4
1.0 1.0
1.0D2	P1 3.0 1.0
Fe IX Te	 9 x 10 5 'K
3p6 1S0 - 3p 5 3d 3 P1
i s
	
3P1
244.909 0.9 0.8 0.9 1.0
241.739 0.7 0.2 0.1 0.1
Si IX Te	 1.0	 10 6 K
2s2 2p2 3P2 - 2s2p3 3D3 349.87341.96 1.00.8 0.8 0.90.9 1.01.01P0	 1D1
258.08 4.3
0.8
2.5 1.3 1.0D2	 D2
2Mg IX	 Te	 1. x 10 6 K
2s 2 1 80
	2s2p 1P1
Fe X
	 1' a	 1.3 x 10 6 K
3s2 3p5 2P3/2 - 3s3p6 2$1/2
Fe XI
	 Te,	 1.4 x 106
3s2 3p 4 1D2 
_ 3s3p 5 1pl
	
3p 2 	 3pl
Si x	 Te	 1.5 x 10 6 K
2s22p 2P3/2 - 2s2p2 2D5f2
	
2PI/2	 2D3/2
Fe XII	 Te	 1.6 x 10 6
 K
3s 2 3p3 455/2 - 3s3p4 2DD5/2
	
453/2 -	 4P3/2
S xi
	
	 Te	 1.6 x 10 6 K
2s 2 2p 2
 3P-2s2p3 3D3
3Pi	 3D,)3Pi	 3D1
Fe XIII
	 Te	 1.8 x 10 6 K
3s 2
 3p 2 3p,	 3s3p3 3p2
	D 2
	P2
si XI	 Te	 1.8 x 10 6 K
2s2 ISO	 2s2p 1P1.
Fe XIV	 Te	 2.0 x 10 6
 K
3s 2
 3p 2P3/2 - 3s	 2S1/2
P 3/2 	D5/
S XII	 Te	 2.0 x 10 6
 K.
2s 2
 2p 2p3/2	 2s2p2 2D5/2
1/2
	
3/2
S XIII	 Te	 2.5 x 106
 K
2s 2 ISO	 2s2p 1P1
368.071	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0
345.746	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0
	
308.607
	
2.4	 2.0	 ,i.2	 1.0
	
341.146
	
1.0
	 0.9	 0.9
	 1.0
	
356.01	 1.3
	 1.0	 1.0
	 1.0
	
347.39	 0.8	 0.9	 1.0	 1.0
	
338.270
	
1.8	 1.3	 1.1	 1.0
	
346.810	 0.7	 0.6	 0.7	 0.9
	
352.130
	
0.7
	
0.7
	
0.7
	
0.9
	
291.59	 2.0	 1.0	 0.9	 0.9
	
285.83	 1.1	 0.9	 0.8	 0.9
	
281.40	 0.5
	 0.8	 0.8	 0.9
	
311.549	 0.8	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0
	
354.345
	
0.8
	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0
303.317 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
289.169 0.7 0.7 1.0 1.0
353.847 3.1 1.4 1.0 1.0
299.536 2.5 1.5 1.1 1.0
288.416 0.7 0.7 0.9 1.0
256.700 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
.353.80	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0
1	 11
1
i
3
284.17
	 0.9	 0.9	 1.0	 1.0
Fe XV Te	 2.5 x 10 6 K
3s 2 I SO - 3s3p 1pl
Ar XIII Te	 2.7 x 106 K
2s22p2 3 P 2 3- 2s2p	 3D3
3 P 1 D23
3po 3Di
Fe XVI Te	 3.2 x 106 K
3s 2S - 3p
S
2p3/2
P1/2
Ar XVI Te	 4.5 x 106 K
2s 2S1/2 - 2p 2P3/2
Ni XVIII Te	 5.5 x 10 6
 K
3s 2S1/2 - 3p 2P1/2
S 1/2 P3/2
Ca XVII Te	 6.3 x 10 6 K
2s2p 3g2 - 2p2 3pi
2 2
Ca XVIII Te	 7 x 10 6 K
2s 2S1/2 - 2p 2PI/2
S 1/2 P3/2
Fe XXI Te	 1.2 x 10 7
 K
2s2 2p2 3p1
- 2s22p2 ISO
Fe XXII 1.3 x 10 7 K
2s 2 2p 2P1/2 -- 2s2p2 4p3/2
Fe XXIII Te	 1.5 x 10 7 K
2s 2 ISO - 2s2p 3P1
Fe XXIV Te	 3.0 x 10 7 K
2s 251/2 - 2p 21?1/2
248.665 5.9 2.0 1.0 0.9
242.229 3.4 1.1 0.9 0.8	 i
241.915 0.6 0.5 0.8 0.8
236.267 0.6 0.5 0.8 0.8
335.40 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
360.76 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
	320.55	 1.0
	
1.0	 1.0	 1.0
	
291.98	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0
	
244.06	 1.0	 1.3	 2.0	 1.4
	
232.83	 2.4	 6.2	 4.6	 1.6
	
344.80	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0
	
302.22	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0
330.23
292.48	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0
	
1.0
263.7	 1.0	 41.0	 1.0	 1.0
255.11
	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0	 1.0
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AIII. EUV CAMERA DESIGN
Even though the design minimizes charge build-up, some will still occur and
spark discharges must be prevented.: Toward this end the film platen, dancers
and guide idlers will be made of teflon or covered with the same estar base
used for the film. The guide idlers will limit vertical motion r}f the film
(perpendicular to the di)ection of dispersion) and will touch the film only on
its edges. The supply and take-up reels will be made of gold- plated aluminum
and carefully grounded to the baseplate allowing slow bleed-off of any accu-
mulated charges. Sharp points and edges are avoided and clearance of about
5mm is provided between the film and any interior surfaces of the camera. Al-
thoughblack anodized aluminum has been used successfully with EK 101-07 film,
based on the laboratory experience of one of us, 2 we have decided to gold-
plate all interior metallic camera surfaces.
The speotrograph focal surface is cylindrically concave to the incoming radiation
and the film must conform to it within + 0.2 mm. This is achieved by pressing
the back side of the film against a platen with a hold-down mask having a
1.8 x 7 cm rectangular hole to allow the EUV photons to strike the emulsion.
Dur;i.ng transport of the film between exposures neither the platen nor the
mask touch it and it appears as a chord cutting the focal curve. once motion
stops, the hold-down mask is driven against the platen (with the film between)
by a linear solenoid and held there by a permanent magnet. At this point, power
is removed From the normally-applied motor brakes 3 and then from the motors.
The small increase in length between the chord and the focal arc defined by
the platen is made up by the dancer springs (see below); the film is not stretched.
Upon completion of an exposure, the hold-down mask is pulled away from the film and
platen by a second solenoid and held away by a spring.
To minimize charge transfer, the platen and mask surfaces that contact the film
will have estar film base material laminated to them. In spite of such pre-
cautions, touching the emulsion with the hold-down mask introduces the major
complication of pressure induced film blackening. However, the pressure will
be light (C 0.5lb/in 2 ) and any blackening is expected to be restricted to the
contact areas more than 4mm from the recorded spectra.
The inertia of reels large enough to accommodate 600 ft. of EK 101-07 film, in
conjunction with the film speed needed to give a 2s frame advance time would
result in excessive film tension if only one drive were used. Therefore, the
supply and take-up reels each has a drive and their relative speeds are servo-
controlled, avoiding large film tensions during starting and stopping and as
transfer of film from one reel to the other alters inertias and tangential
velocities. A detailed servo analysis4 performed on an equivalent lumped
spring-inertia model of the camera (rigs. AIII-1 and AIII-2) demonstrates that the
camera will operate smoothly with 225 ft. total film footage 5 regardless of
the amount of film on each reel.
The diagram to the left of Figure AIII-1 shows the camera model that formed the
basis of the servo-analysis. The two springs act against the film tension
and minimize variation in it during acceleration, transport, and deceleration.
The upper graph of the figure shows that although tension in the springs and
the film does vary, it never gets large and the oscillation quickly damps out
(because of the difference in lever arms, the film tension is about half that
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Figure AIII-1.	 EUV Camera Servo Analysis.
shown). Indeed, in the actual camera, damping due to the film itself will
prevent even this small fluctuation. The lower graph of the figure shows that
rotation of the idler(s), and hence the motion of the film, is smooth and is
completed in a second.
Figure A1II-2 gives the block-flow diagram for the servo-analysis. Acommand
filter (at upper left) slows the response of the camera servo, moderating the
motor current surges and preventing impulsive jerking of the film. A film
footage indicator keyed to the rotation of idler #1, provides the signal used
to compute gain G1 appropriate to the reel inertias of the moment.
AIV.	 AN AID FOR SEUTS
A photoelectric imaging detector for solar coronal observations must meet
stringent requirements. It needs manor resolution elements (pixels) in order
to provide high resolution with reasonable spectral and spatial coverage
(e.g., 2nm spectral range at 0.005nm resolution x 6 arcmi.n FOV at 2 aresee
resolution X70,000 pixels. Rastering systems give up too much in temporal
resolution meeting this requirement to be acceptable. The detector's
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9sensitivity and detective quantum efficiency (DQE) should be high, preferably
enough for single photon detection. Its dynamic range should be large so as
to handle thn large range of solar coronal intensities and its saturation level
should be adWate for the expected focal plane photon densities (see Table 111-2).
The open structure necessitated by the HUV wavelengths (22.5-37.Onm) leads to
requirements for stable photocathode material and careful design to avoid arcing.
The Digicon, a device being used for the Space Telescope's High Resolution Spec-
trograph (HW,r? consists of a photocathode (which could be an open mesh structure7),
a magnetic stage to accelerate and reimage the photoelectrons, a linear array
of silicon diodes, and individual electronic channels for each diode. it is
a stable, multi-channel pulse-counting device 8 suitable for space flight. How-
ever, as can be seen from Table AIV-1, its number of resolution elements and
saturation level are inadequate for our requirements.
The Ranicon, a chevron-,pair of microchannel plates (MCP's) feeding a resistive
anode target surface is a pulse-counting detector which has been successfully
used for rocket-borne astronomy. g A centroid measuring device, the Ranicon
is insensitive to beam spreading and has the potential for high spatial resol-
ution. However, only one dimensional detection has been implemented so far.
More importantly, the MCP's have to be run in the saturation mode in order to
supply electron bursts that are large enough. 10,11 This limits the focal ,plane
photon density that this detector could handle to only 4 x 10 6 photons/cm2/s.
A detector system (MCP/SSA) constructed from commerically available parts would
use an MCP as the photocathode and gain element, an aluminized phosphor and
reimaging lens to convert the electron image into a visible one, and a self-
scanned array (SSA) such as a CCD for readout. However, the synthesized de-
tector system has never been constructed and space qualified. More critically,
the MCP must be operated at low gain in order to allow a reasonable dynamic
range 12
 and this, unfortunately results in a quasi-exponential pulse height
distribution and poor DQE13.
The proximity focused diode (PFD) that we favor would use a semi-transparent
electroformed mesh coated with photemissive material (e.g., Mg F2) to detect
the EUV photon image, a moderate voltage drop (.v 6.5 kV) for acceleration and
focus, and a solid state array for readout (Figure 2e). A front bias ring
produces an electric field at the mesh strong enough to direct emitted photo-
electrons through the holes into the acceleration and focusing region 7 . The
open tube-structure allows rapid outgassing, easing the problem of attaining
Lhe needed vacuum (, 10- 5
 torr) .
As the SSA-readout we will use the Texas Instrument 488 x 328 CCD being developed
for the Laboratory for Astronomy and Solar Physics at the GSFC. Its dark
current noise can be eliminated by cooling, and the floating gate amplifiers
and header design (developed for Jack Williams of this laboratory) result in
a total noise figure of < 100 charges/well-readout. A 6.5 kV electron will
produce •r 1250 electrons in a well of this back-side thinned. CCD, giving a
signal-to-noise ratio of > 12 which is more than enough for single photon
detection.
'	 Figure AIV-1 shows the modulation transfer function (MTF) estimated for a proxi-
mity focused diode 14 used at . 30nm. It does not include the resolution loss
due to the CCD nor the focusing affect of the mesh photocathode. 3-5 The major
uncertainty in this calculation is the value of the mean initial photoelectron
energy Based on a study of photoelectric effects in various alkali halides16
1
10
F4,,
 u•B ATV-1.
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we estimate this to be 0.5 - 0.75 eV for a Mg F 2 photocathode. The relatively
poor spatial resolution of the PFD can be improved by the use of electrostatic
or magnetic focusing, althoragh at the cost of additional size, weight, and
power.
AV.	 DATA ACQUISITION FOR AID AND H -a MONITOR
To avoid the cost, voli+me, weight, and power penalties of including a space
qualified buffer memory within the S EUTS, the instrument microprocessor will
direct a CCD output (either from the AID or the H-a slit jaw monitor.) through
a common A/D convertor (further reducing costs, etc.) directly into the
Spacelab High Rate Multiplexer (HRM) via a SLUTS dedicated line. The AID will
integrate for 1.14Es and the full CCD frame read out over 0.854s for a 2s
cycle time. Every fifth cycle the CCD in the H- a monitor will be read out (at
the same rate) instead of the AID CCD. We will use 8 bits/CCD-pixel for a
1.5 Mbps telemetry rate down to the POCC. Engineerina and housekeeping data
will be merged with the scientific data by the mic- -?^ .)cessor and telemetered
at the same rate down to the SLUTS' GSE.
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AVII. SEUTS POINTING RE UIREMENTB
The SCUTS requires stabilization during all exposure sequences to the extent
that no significant smearing should be introduced during an exposure SEUTS
resolution in the presence of XPS pointing errors is summarized in Table III-3.
TABLE 111
-3. Effect of Pointer Errors on SECTS Performance
(aresec)
IPS
	 SEUTS Resolution
	 Combined Resolution
Performance (a)
	 MiM
	 a	 VW11M	 Q
1.0	 2.0
	 0.35
	 3.1	 1.31
0.33
	 42.0	 0.85	 2.1	 0.91
Evidently, to achieve full SEUTS capability, the IPS should approach its "goal"
performance of 0.33 aresec. The performance .should be held over a period of
one exposure and, preferably, over a sequence of exposures in order that sequential
observations of doppler line profiles for each point on the entrance aperture
always correspond to the same structure on the sun.
Additional pointing requirements are:
I. The pointing system must be able to orient the instrument to a
desired point on the sun (and 0.5 degree above the solar Limb) to a spatial
accuracy of 10 aresec. For special observing programs requiring orientation
of the entrance aperture along a specific solar structure we will need to
specify IPS roll orientation to 1 degree. Since IPS will probably carry a
cluster of instruments, we request that prime IPS pointing be allocated to
SEUTS on time-shared basis.
2. It would be desirable for the pointing system to compensate for
solar rotation of the location at the center of the EUV -slit. (The proper motion
of a point on the sun depends on its location on the solar disk).
3. The pointing system should be able to move a specified increment
(fixed when the interface is defined but probably 20 aresec) between SEUTS
photographic exposures in a time of no greater than 5s.
To derive maximum scientific benefit from a cluster of instruments, all but
one instrument in the cluster should have independent offset capability to
achieve realignment in space or to permit pointing to different portions of
the sun simultaneously. We have studied various engineering options 1 7 and
established that the EUV image cannon be internally scanned in an instrument such
as SEUTS. We therefore request that, if at all possible, SEUTS be mounted
directly to the IPS and have primary control of pointing direction. if this
is not possible, an offset point system such as the CIS system on the SMM's
UVSP can be implemented at extra cost. This system would provide one axis of
rotation parallel to the long dimension of the entrance slit so that a 8 arcmin
wide swath across the sun could be covered with changing IPS pointing (Require-
ment 3 would also be satisfied). IPS would be used for non-critical offset
pointing adjustments in the orthogonal direction.
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AVIII. PAYLOAD SPECIALIST SUPPORT--REAL TIME INSTRUMENT OPERATIONS FROM THE
ORBITER
A. On-Board Diaplays Required
Displays required at the Aft Flight Deck WD) include video output from the
SEUTS Hot slit jaw camera (updated every 10 sec) and two pages of status data
(preferably one page displayed simultaneously with the Hot display) including
EUV monitor output.
B. Target Selection and Mode Selection by the Pa load Specialist
The SEUTS will have several observing routines preprogrammed and initiated by
ground or AFD command using the Hot slit jaw monitor for target selection. Sci-
entific value of the observations can be maximized if the payload specialist
can enter new target coordinates in response to transient solar phenomena. He
should also be able to "fine tune" the position of the SEUTS slit (i.e. changing
the pointing direction), using an on-board :ontroller to control pointing. This
would be much more difficult to do from the ground.
C. Payload Specialist Time Required
The total burden SEUTS will place on the crew depends critically on the level
of solar activity at flight time. At times of low activity the burden will be
low, being mostly fine tunings of the slLt position and alignment checks (usi,Ag
the Hoi displ&y and EUV monitor) with the IPS pointing sensor. Fifteen blocks
of time in daylight, each about 15 minutes long, should be adequate to initiate
from the APD. If the level of activity is high, then heavier crew participation
may be required in a flare search mode.
FLIGHT OPERATIONAL (NON-CREW) RE2UIREMENTS
A.	 Special. Interface Reguirements
I.	 Pointing
Pointing requirements have been presented earlier. SEUTS can be operated as
part of a cluster on IPS. However, individual pointing systems for each instru-
ment would be highly desirable as it would permit concurrent observations on
each instruments' prime targets.
2.	 High-Rate KU Band for Image Transmission
For photoelectric or Ha data readout the instrument will produce approximately
1.5 Mbps of data. This can be telemetered through the High Rate Multiplexer (HRM)
using a channel dedicated to SEUTS.
15
H.	 (Orbital Requirements
SEUTS can operate in either high or low inclination orbits. A high altitude
(> 400 km) is desirable to minimize EUV absorption by the residual terrestrial
atmosphere
C.	 Real-Time Ground Su22ort Requirements
SEUTS real-time ground operations will require a set of ground support equipment (GSE)
used for both ground checkout and flight operations. All engineering data will
be merged with scientific data and down linked to the instrument's GSE. Commands
to the SEUTS will be sent from a POCC console.
1.	 Ground Displays Required
;;t is necessary to display engineering and housekeeping data as well as the time-
shared Hot and EUV spectrum images in the POCC. All software and hardware necessary
to produce the displays will be a part of the instrument GSE see Figure AVIII-1.
Total Amount of Real-Time Operations Support Required from FOCC
The amount of real-time operations from POCC depends on the amount of time
dedicated on the mission to solar observations and the availability of the pay-
load specialist to react to transient phenomena on the sun. Ideally, ground
operations will take place only for non-time critical observations that is, for
observations of solar phenomenon such as a coronal holes where rapid reaction
to transient events is not required. Approximately 15 blocks of observation
will be initiated from the POCC. Typically, such observations will require
pointing commands and commands to start preplanned observing sequences. Real-
time operations are also required during initial turn-on of all high voltages
(EUV monitor and AID system).
POST-PLIGHT REQUIREMENTS
Upon touchdown the SEUTS camera must be cooled as quickly as possible, using
a ground purge system, to minimize film deterioration. 1 1he +,amera should be
stored in a cooled, controlled environment prior to delive— Io the experimenter.
tF,
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Footnotes to Table ATV - 1.
a) Saddle deflection coils orthogonal to optic taxis allow raster scanning of
the entire photocathode area by the target diode array.
b) Based on choosing the Texas Instrument CCD (Table AIV-2).
c) A resolution of 1 part in 500 appears reasonable for one dimensional detection.
Since the accuracy depends on the. size of the charge packet which would be
divided between the two dimensions, we ta pe 500/^T for the two dimensional
case.
d) No distinction is made between IJTF and Square Wave Amplitude Response (SWAR)
in these rough estimates.
e) The limiting spatial frequency is (1/P) rather than (1/2P) (where P is the
pitch of the array pixel) because the image can be scanned across the
target array (see note a) .
f) Determined by available electronics and degree of confusion acceptable.
g) Fixed by the number of bits/CCD-pixel desired and telemetry rate to be
employed (see Appendix AV).
h) Based on estimated dark count rate (counts/s res. el.) outside the South
Atlantic Anomaly (SAA).
) Inversely proportional to the integration time up to a maximum set by the
photocathode.
j) Responsive Quantum Efficiency of the photocathode.
It) The dynamic range (for a single point EUV image) benefits from the spatial
resolution. If electrostatic or magnetic focusing is used to improve it, the
dynamic range/resolution element/exposure becomes 650 x Neff where. Neff
is the number of CCD wells corresponding to the PFD resolution element.
3
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1.	 SUI.%MARY OF INVESTIGATION
This proposal outlines a scientific investigation that addresses several
fundamental problems of solar physics:
o 11)e energy and mass balances in closed magnetic field regions in
the corona and the processes by which these regions are heated.
o Mass and energy transport into the solar wind.
o The charact*ristics of the emergence and evolution of coronal active
regions and their relation to flare activity and coronal holes.
An investigation of these probloniis requires observations with high spectrai
	
Ir
resolution simultaneously over the range of solar temperatures from 1 X 10
to 2 x 10 7K, and over an extended field of view. The required observations
are most effectively obtained in the extreme ultraviolet but no adequate data
have been obtained to date. No instrument available on the Solar Maximum
Mission or currently being developed for Spacelab I or 2 can make such mea-
surements. Thus, we propose to construct and use a solar extreme ultraviolet
telescope and spectrograph (SRUT4) for the Spaoclab program.
The instrument proposed is a novel combination of existing toobnoloqies that
most effectively provides the needed PUV data. A grazing Incidence telescope
with high EUV reflectivity foods a diffraction grating at near normal incidence.
Vie grating, ruled on a toroidal surface, not only spnetrally disperses the
radiation but also :.magus oach point of the spectrometer's entrance aperture
onto a small spot in the focal plane so that spatial information is preserved.
Adequately stigmatic images are produced over an 8 arcmin long slit and over
a spectral range of 22.5 to 37.0nm. This is the most affective, narrow range
of wavelengths containing emission lines .ensitive to the temperature range
that must be observed. Scbutnann-type photographic film is used to gain the
full performance of the optical system. Spatial resolution of at least
2 arcsec and spectral rosolution of 0.005tim is achievable throughout the
central 4 arcmin field of view at all wavelengths with oven better Performance
in the Rowland plane.
Recognizing that rapid solar phenomena cannot be fully investigated with a
footage-limited film system, we also propose to carry rind operate an open-
mash photocathode intensified CCD detector for engineering evaluation on t'he
first flight. This offers an opportunity to evaluate such parameters as
operation (and possible degradation) in the orbiter environment, detector
stability during the extended integration period and 3onsibivity to the high
energy particle environment of the orbiter. Observations will be made over
a restricted wavelength range of 33.5 - 35.7nm and results will guide more
extended use of such detectors in the prime focal plane on future missions.
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U. STATUS OF INSTRUMENTATION
A. Check below to indicate the status of instrument design:
Most elements of the instrumentation exist only as conceptual
designs.
X 	 Designs exist for most of the instrumentation, but major ele-
ments have yet to be breadboarded and tested.
Proven designs exist for all critical elements of the instru-
mentation.
Other, describe
B. Cheek below to indicate the status of instrument flight hardware: ,
X	 Flight hardware development not yet begun.
Flight hardware, which with minor modifications will be suit-
able for use on Spacelab/LDEF, is being or has been devel-
oped for use , )n (program name)
Investigation Title
•
Flight hardware from existing Inventory of instruments.
Other, describe
C. Please list any potential problems or other areas of uncertainty with
regard to the instrumentation, its interfacing to Spacelab, and its
operation in the Spacelab environment. Final thermal interface cannot	 j
be completed until mission flight profile and orientation in , orh3ter
bay are
 known. Mechanical interface requires definition as to
mounting configuration on IPS.	 ,,	 a
F-3
D. Please estimate the time ycu would require, after selection and fund-
ing, before your flight instrument could be delivered for integration
into Spacelab/LDEF. Show approximately how this time would be
apportioned between the three phases listed below:
Definition	 G	 months
Design and Fabrication 30	 months*
Test	 2 	 months
*Procurement Cycle after Selection is 10-12 months additional
IF YOUR INVESTIGATION IS PROPOSED FOR LDEF, COMPLETE SECTION
III AND DISREGARD THE REMAINING SECTION, OTHERWISE, OMIT THIS
SECTION AND PROCEED.
III. REQUIREMENTS FOR LDEF
A. Minimum and maximum limits on Might duration required to achieve
the investigation objectives 	 to	 months.
B. Range of orbit parameters compatible with your investigation
Attitude	 to	 km
Inclination	 to	 deg
C. Physical characteristics of Instrumentation
Amount of tray space
	 tray.
Tray depth require	 in.
If instrument cannot be accommodated in a standard tray, attach a
dimensioned sketch or drawing of the package.
Instrument weight	
I 
kg
D. Describe any restrictions on the package surface which might affect
thermal control.
E. Maximum 10-minute average power dissipation in package
watts
F-4.
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F. Contamination - Describe any environmental factors, such as particle
radiation, RF radiation, magnetic fields, ate. , which would adversely
affect your Instrument as well as any contamination your Instrument
can produce which might influence other instruments.
IV. REQUIRED SPACELAB MISSICrN CHARACTERISTICS
A. The major Spacelab elements, long and short pressurized modules,
and pallets can be arranged in various flight configurations such as
module only, module with pallet(s), and pallets only. Describe briefly
any restriction on the flight configuration required to accommodate
your instrumentation. _acne
It. The standard Spacelab flight duration of 7 days can be extended to 30
days if the necessary provisions are added. Indicate the minimum
duration required to achieve your objectives.	 5 days*
If flights longer than 7 days are detrimental, please indicate the nature
of the problem and the maximum allowable flight duration.
s Flare studies and studies of active region evolution may require
additional time for targets of opportunity to appear. Extensions
to flight durations of 30 days would be highly desireable in
assuring that data on many types of transient solar phenomena
were obtained.
C. Epoch/Orbit/Attitude
Range of orbit parameters compatible with your investigation
Attitude	 220	 to 600	 Ian
Inclination	 28	 to 58	 deg
If your investigation requirements impose constraints on the mission
epoch or orientation of the orbit or spacecraft (i.e., solar viewing,
F-5
1viewing sunlit Earth targets, wintertime viewing of arctic auroral
zone, etc), please describe these requirements. Soler
viewing is required.
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V. FLIGHT INSTRUMENT CHARACTERISTICS AND 14EQUMEMENTS
A. Estimated mission resources required in orbit to achieve objectives
1. Launch mass (includes all instrument, instrument peculiar
equipment and consumables) 127.57 	 kg. (Addition of an offset
point system would add 38.42 kg.
2. Total electrical energy 14.9 K	 watt-Lours.
3. Total digital data downlinked 60000	 megabits. *
*Primarily for AID detector on last 2 days of l st mission
4. Total crew time about 4
	
man-hours. (instrument sat-up
tim , in 15 minute blocks)60 Tota observation time
	
40	 hours.
H. Please provide brief, qne or two sentence descriptions, of each of the
instrument modes. Prime mode: Photographic spectra using either
a narrow entrance slit (line profile or dia gnostics mode). a wide
(combination
   mode) ; R alpha slit Jaw video i-conitor forta_ rget
selection.
Secondary mode: Photoelectric imaging detector, time sharing
its output line with H alpha slit Jaw video monitor.
Please estimate the following parameters for each major operating
mode of your instrument. Include on-orbit standby mode if it re-
quires power or data channels.
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BUV CAMEA
	
AID	 brANDBY
	
" Mode 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
diagnostics Aare combination
mode	 mode mode
	
163.55
	
153.55
	
163.55	 170.05 112(1
(1) includes 50 w heater power for all modes
1.28 Mbps for one second 1,28 Mbps 1 kbps
every 10 sec. or 128 kbps
for digital video
yes--either could multi-
plex in analog form (one frame per
saconal or-- e i ' do0W-MMtaTr=
	
60 min	 60 min 60 min 60 min
Parma
Power (watts)
28 V Bus
400 Hz Bus
Digital Data Downlink
A	 Irate (bits/sec)
Analog Data
(Downlink)
Bandpass (kHz)
Video Downlink
Required (Yee or No)
Typical duration of mode
(minutes)
^iuwber of cycles of mode re-
quired to achieve objectives 10 	 5 (2)	 15	 10
Please 
Flare alert standby time (10-20 hour4) highly desirable
C. Please identify and provide accuracy of all ancillary parameters re-
quired from sources external to your Instrumentation ony oard real
time operations and for post-mission data analysis:
Parameter	 Onboard
	 Poet-Mission
Absolute Time, UTC (mlllisec) 	 1 sec	 1 sec
Orbiter Position (meters)
	
not needed	 not critical
Orbiter Velocity (m/sec)
	
not needed	 not critical
Orbiter Attitude (deg)
	
not needed	 not critica l.
Other (describe)
a
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D. Instrument Package Description Sheet
The number of separately mounted packages comprising your instru-
mentation is , 1 _(can be divided into two (electronics package
separate) if required for thermal control.)
For each package please fill out an Instrument Package Description
Sheet as shown on following page (extra copies of this sheet are
appended to this document).
A
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sInstrument Package Description Sheet
1, Package ID Number
	
1	 2. Weight (kg) 127.57
3, Package Location, I, e,, AFT Flight Dock, Pressurized Modula,
Pallet, Spacelab Instrument Pointing System, Other (describe).
Mounted-bn Space lab Instrumeat Pointing System or other
noinC^nV svacem
4. Thermal Control Information
a. Temperature Limits (°C)
Operating	 16	 to 24
Standby (on orbit)	 -10	 to 28
b. Maximum 10-minute average power dissipation (watts)
68.33
c. Restrictions on package surface which could affect thermal
control (conducting surface, apertures, etc.) Aperture of
About 140 cm  on end facing sun. Package requiresmounting
bracket. to IFS
5. Power Required (watts)
Instrument Op. Mode
	 1	 2	 3	 4	 5
28 V S/L Bus	 163.55 163.55 263.55 170.05 112
400 Hz S/L Bus
	 none
6. Please provide brief functional description-of package: opt_ icss focus
visible and EUV radiation on an entrance aperture which admits a portion
of the solar HUV ima a to illuminate a toroidal grating. The dispersed
EUV radiation is focussed on film ford permanent record (to e deve oped
later) . All H n1phe slit jaw camera monitors the scene around the ent rance
aperture. Photoelectric image detection is also planned.
7. Provide a dimensional sketch of package showing size and shape,
location of center of gravity, mounting arrangement, and any field-
of-view requirements. (See rig. 1)
 have an rotating arts?
	 es 
film spool :notation8. Does package	 Y	  P	 (Y s,
	
d„ ri S r nmpra film
9. As appropriate, describe contamination sensitivity requirements,
sources of contamination (magnetic, RF, outgassing, radioactivity,
etc.i deployment requirements,' etc.
Package incorporates external door for environmental protection.,
It will not produce contamination. A weak (about 1 microcurie)
radioactive source of Fe''- emitting x-rays may be Incorpora ed
f--fal;hraftinn pi,rnnzps. X-radiation will not penetrate case
•r
of instrument.
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E. Instrument Control
1. Please Indicate applicable flight control requirement.
None required
Requires only predefined and scheduled commands
x
	 real-time Interactive control (observation of
data, decisions, adjustments of Instrument, etc.) forinitiation of )restored data sequendes.
2. If interactive control is required, please indicate the applicable
method(s).
X	 By onboard crew (real time)w
x	 By ground crew (near-real time)
3. Commands
a. Total number of discrete command lines required 46
b. Estimated total number of discrete commands required during
flight operations	 80
c. Estimated total number of serial bits to be sent to instrument
by Spacelab C&DH system during flight operations 10,000 fax.
2560 min.
F. Instrument Pointing
1. Does your investigation require instrument pointing?
X Yes;	 No. lk "No," skip balance of this section.
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2. Pointing will be provided by.-
The Orbiter orientation
The instrument
X	 A NASA - provided pointing system
Other, describe
9. Pointing accuracy required	 10	 aresec
units*
4. Pointing stability
	
l	 aresec (lad for	 10
mint4y
 e.	 units*(Will produce 50^ deterioration in ^1s^1patial reso ut*io^n. 0.3 aresec (1.cr
will pro uaeA ur cy^w 
aw c4oiTnatng iocti° nius besknown s ii  desirable..
aresec
units*
6. Describe any other important aspects of the pointing requirements.
1. Pointing direction should be changeable in 20 aresec increments in the
direction normal. to the slit length by command from the SSUfS after each set
of exposures is complete (to build up spectroheliograms); 2. Ro ll of IPS to
be specifiedand set to 1v accuracy for special observing  programs; 3. Off-
set pointing to specified coordinates required; 4. Capability of co-align-
went with other solar instruments would enhance scientific results- of—mission.
VI. SPECIAL SUPPORT REQUIREMENTS
Please describe all special support required for each of the following three
phases;
A. Integration and launch preparations (Cryogenic loading, Calibration,
clean room, ground access, etc.) 1.5 watts power are requested prior
to and during Launch to maintain command load in td.croprocessor.
Access to load fl:i&ht film within 1 week of launch is required;
Ambient temperature to be 25 0C or less after loading.
*Indicate angle units, i.e., deg, are-min, arc-sec, etc.
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B. Flight operations, both onboard and l,*round. (Crew EV,A, RMS manip-
elation, real-time data processing and display at POCC, etc.).
Crew open' rations ni;,. 1T+' t 1^i 1^1.t)rlts of I li_.11^311Li^'«
	
r	 7 ^, cis . ;2^'_*^ t a vt a
11-a1Fha toonitcjr find initiate olaa rv3 txn :;13c^'lloneas^ 1.bloc';s of ICI ,Dvand control
of xk5 froyii t,'v^^und to initiate sequoncos on t'"—r0III V d ,;i^7^jxijt^ d ^itl YVlcl^^^ ^t^at^L^01'
data. ^frl^tn prov miu orbit (ho1.1 ovied by ro1T.^7.n^'^ sx^ oaf' r^aola t)t'` It f of 01^:^ervn^h3.c^ns) .
C. Orbiter landing (film or instrument removal, etc.). 	 _lnist be
cooled belovr 25oC a C111i t IS Y as 1v23s i.1)7 4 aft -r 7..^tall4 li?" 12 a i llk', ^'1't7u21t3 ^l!?^'± .e system.
D. Orbital I nvi.zoni ont o Active thorrial. 'n vote at ton 	 ou,'T-4 '.Cboviq t:l.
Canister or okjuivlilent' 	 if a.v,:i , ai;1.e, 7s MTf
VII >N T IG1lT SYSTEM SAFETY
Attachment C3 of this AO describes the safety policy and requirements
applicable to all Slake Transportation System payloads. Please list those
clements of your ins tzumontation and its operation which Nvill require study
Pxd doewiientation in the & fety Assessment :report.
None Inlov-n at tbi.s time
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